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PRIVATE EQUITY

Redbird Capital Partners announced a $750mn investment to acquire 11% of Fenway Sports Group.

1

The Carlyle Group enters the entertainment technology industry taking a majority stake in Disguise in
an undisclosed acquisition deal.

Redbird Capital Partners is a principal investment firm based out of New York and Dallas. The firm is mainly

focused on the world of sports with previous investments including Toulouse Football Club and the XFL.

Fenway Sports Group is the parent company of the Boston Red Sox, Liverpool F.C., and Roush Fenway Racing.

The firm has had success using both horizontal and vertical integration to gain control of sports teams,

sponsorships, stadiums, and even NESN -- a local cable channel broadcasting athletic events in New England.

Deal Structure: Redbird Capital Partners will become the third top partner at FSG after spending $750mn to

acquire 11% ownership. The deal values FSG at $7.3bn.

Significance: The news of the acquisition was not only followed closely by the finance community but also

captured the attention of the sports world as NBA icon Lebron James shifted his part ownership in Liverpool to

become the first-ever African-American partner at FSG. Besides the free publicity from James’ influence, this

deal appears to be extremely beneficial to both parties as the synergies between the two firms will help them to

optimize their investments. For instance, Redbird-owned Toulouse FC could train young players and have them

sign with a Redbird-owned player agency. The player could then be bought by FSG-owned Liverpool FC at a

discounted price and his shirt sales and contribution to the team would directly profit FSG, thus making

Redbird’s investment more valuable. The investment came at a crucial time as FSG needed an influx of capital

to fund its sports teams during the pandemic.

By: Henry Wong & Aaron Gunther

The Carlyle Group is a Washington D.C. based global private equity, alternative asset management, and

financial services company. With over $246bn in assets under management, 44 unique target funds, and 246

investments, The Carlyle Group is one of the largest and most successful investment firms. 

Disguise is a London based 3D entertainment technology software company. Disguise is a global provider of live

event visualization solutions. Through its unique software, hardware, and support services, Disguise delivers to

its clients the capabilities of simulations and 3D shows in real-time. 

Deal Structure: In an undisclosed deal, The Carlyle Group acquired a majority stake in Disguise. The Carlyle

Group plans to leverage its global network and resources to support Disguise in driving company growth in all

respects. Heavy focus will lie in international expansion and continuing innovation.

Significance: As the entertainment industry seeks to provide consumers with an evermore increasingly

immersive experience, entertainment companies are looking towards the use of recent advance technologies to

provide such experience. With the advent of live streaming and increased viewership of live streaming due to

the Covid-19 pandemic, the entertainment industry is looking into visualization software solutions that can

bolster the live streaming experience for consumers. As a forefront innovator in this industry, Disguise is

leading the way to a more optimized and immersive livestream entertainment experience. Through this recent

majority stake acquisition, The Carlyle Group plans to help Disguise expand in the international capacity and

continue innovation, thus positioning Disguise as a leader in how 21st century entertainment will be shaped.
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VENTURE CAPITAL

Populus AI recently raised $5mn in investments from Storm Ventures, Magna, and existing partners,
bringing the company’s total funding to $9 mn to date.

2

Alt, a trading platform for sports cards raised $31mn in seed and Series A funding.

Alt, the P2P marketplace for sports trading cards aims to establish trading cards as a secure manageable

alternative asset. The firm markets their ability to provide an authentic portfolio management service with

real-time valuation; setting the standard high for the alternative asset platform space.

The alternative asset market had its own niche demand pre-pandemic, however the market stood out from

traditional asset classes throughout the pandemic, rallying, attracting investors and boosting value. A

byproduct of such a demand was the inevitable surge of venture capitalist investments into startups who aimed

to encapsulate the market.

Deal Structure: Led by Seven Seven Six, the Alt Series A raised $31mn alongside a plethora of other VC firms

such as Kevin Durant’s Thirty Five Ventures.

Significance: The rise in alternative assets has spiked due to the COVID-19 pandemic. While many of these

investments are considered illiquid and extremely volatile, there still is a market and with it potential runway

to cultivate an possibly emerging industry that is seeing unprecedented demand. NFT and cryptocurrencies

are prime examples of investment vehicles transforming amid the 21st century. 

 

 

 

By: Griffin Byer & Terrel Cox

Populus AI, a San-Francisco based startup founded in 2017, allows cities to manage streets digitally through

their platform. Managing dockless scooters, repurposing street spaces for events on short notice, and

managing curbs.

Storm Ventures is an early stage venture capital firm that specializes in B2B firms that seek to become

enterprise leaders in their industry. With over 180 investments across its portfolio, Storm seeks to capitalize on

businesses that have reached their product/market fit stage, where there is a strong demand for what the

company can offer.

Deal Structure: This tertiary round of funding brings the total investment to $5 mn, launching a new growth

phase for the company.

Significance: As self-managed rental rides have experienced a heavy increase in demand in major cities, the

demand for management policies has grown at a similar rate. Populus’ proprietary technology, along with

massive sets of data from companies with a variety of vehicle types available for rental. Its newest curb

management feature is the main driver of the company’s expected growth for 2021. Dynamic pricing for curb

space and traffic management are important decisions to be made, especially with the massive influx of

delivery and on-demand vehicles. Currently these areas aren’t capable of dealing with the volume of deliveries

we are seeing today. Populus is looking to work with cities to find solutions for these issues, and develop the

proper infrastructure for managing future problems that arise.
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GROWTH EQUITY 3

Edelman Financial Engines, an independent financial advisory firm, has recently announced that
Warburg Pincus, a NY-based private equity, plans to acquire a minority equity stake in the firm. The
recapitalization will allow Edelman Financial Engines to invest further in its growth objectives by growing
AUM which will result in higher fee revenue. 

Dutchie raises $200mn in Series C.

Edelman Financial Engines is one of the largest RIAs in the United States as a result of the merger between

Edelman Financial Services and Financial Engines in 2018. Since the merger, Edelman has grown AUM by

$100bn and demonstrated strong performance in 2020 by serving nearly 1.3mn clients. 

Warburg Pincus is a large PE firm with over $58bn in AUM that has a focus on growth equity investments.

The firm owned a stake in Financial Engines before the 2018 merger and has worked with over 900 firms since

inception. 

Deal Structure: Exact financial terms were not disclosed, but Warburg Pincus will be obtaining a minority

stake and joining Edelman Financial Engines’ board. 

Significance: The deal is an indication that Warburg Pincus remains optimistic about the combined entity’s

prospects to the extent that the firm was willing to acquire another stake after its original investment in

Financial Engines. Consolidation has become more common among financial services companies as firms

seek to reduce fees in order to win over more customers (which grows AUM). The trend towards larger AUM,

but lower fees is similar to the growth of Vanguard and BlackRock in the index-fund space. Both institutions

have gained considerable market share in recent years by reducing their fees. Warburg’s investment provides

Edelman Financial Engines with additional capital to expand its operations and continue growing its AUM by

obtaining new clients or completing smaller acquisitions.

 

 

Dutchie is an online marijuan delivery platform. Their platform allows customers to schedule products online

for with delivery or pickup from local dispensaries. The company is based out of Oregon.

Tiger Global is an investment firm based out of New York City. Tiger Global focuses on public and private

companies in the internist, softawate, consumer and fintech industries.

Deal structure: Dutchie received $200 million in Seris C funding lead by Tiger Global. Funding received

participation from new investors such as Dragoneer Investment Group and DFJ Growth. The current deal

values Duchtie at $1.7B. 

Significance: In addition to this round of funding, Dutchie has also acquired Greenbits, and LeafLogix. Both

companies make enterprise software for dispensaries. The cannabis sector is seeing a growth in investment

due to increased legalization efforts by states. Marijuana sales have notably surged in key markets such as

California, Washington, and Colorado. The pandemic forced dispensaries to accommodate a more digital

experience. Dutchie hopes capitalizes on the growth in the cannabis sector by providing a digital option for

stores to serve customers. The latest round of funding will be used for hiring, product develop and market

expansion.

By: Shiv Amin & Irfan Ajmeri
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M&A ACTIVITY

On Tuesday, March 16, eToro Group announced it would go public via a merger with SPAC FinTech
Acquisition Corp. V at a valuation of $10.4bn.

4

Rogers is set to buy Shaw Communications in a $16bn merger.

eToro is an Israeli-based social trading and investment platform that’s similar to Robinhood. Founded in 2007,

what distinguishes eToro from Robinhood is it offers cryptocurrency trading.

FinTech Acquisition Corp. V is a special purpose acquisition company (SPAC), which is a blank check business

created solely to help a private firm go public. In recent years it has been a popular alternative to the traditional

IPO.

Deal Structure: Expected to close in 2021 Q3, this merger will value eToro at $10.4bn when it goes public. eToro

will receive $900mn in cash directly from FinTech Acquisition Corp. V, plus undergo a fundraising round with

investors such as SoftBank and Fidelity.

Significance: FinTech V believes eToro is at an inflection point in its growth, which is why the SPAC wanted to

go through with this merger now. Especially with the controversy surrounding Robinhood about the shady

decisions made during the GameStop drama, eToro has the opportunity to increase its market share in Israel

and Europe and further penetrate the U.S. market. eToro’s decision to go public via SPAC rather than traditional

IPO demonstrates its urgency to get a quick influx of cash to expand operations. Additionally, going public tends

to give a firm greater consumer awareness and publicity, which eToro can use to increase its user base.

Rogers Communications: Headquartered in Toronto, Ontario, Rogers Communications Inc. is a leading

Canadian provider of wireless broadband, television, and telephone and internet connectivity services. The

firm has significant mass media assets and generates north of $14bn in revenue annually. 

Shaw Communications: Shaw is a leading telecommunications company geared toward connecting

customers to the world through a seamless best-in-class experience. The firm was founded 50 years ago on the

principle of providing customers with “more value and more choice.” Shaw is based in Calgary, Alberta,

currently employing upward of 15,000 people and generating $5.4bn annually.

Deal Structure: This merger represents Rogers’ second attempt within the past six months to consolidate

Canada’s telecommunications market, as the top three operators control over 90% of the $53bn industry.

Rogers agreed to buy Shaw for C$20bn ($16bn USD) with this deal aimed to speed up the rollout of Canadian

fifth generation wireless service. Additionally the Shaw family will receive 23.6 million Class B shares of Rogers

as part of the deal.

Significance: Rogers’ acquisition of Shaw will mark a critical milestone in the effort to expand 5G capabilities

throughout Canada, with a specific focus on targeting under-serviced regions. Upon closing, both firms

announced they will commit $2bn in 5G networks over the next five years in Western Canada and will invest

$800mn to connect rural and indigenous communities to high-speed broadband. The deal has brought

significant attention to the large sum of towns and villages that do not have access to high-speed internet, and

has attracted outside remediation efforts from major investors as many 5G proponents have argued that falling

behind on its deployment can hurt an economy.

By: Justin Radist & Adam Inzelstein
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FUNDRAISING & LP ACTIVITY

BlackRock plans to raise up to $4.5bn for its third renewable energy fund, having raised $3.7bn so far.

5

KKR seeks $12bn for flagship global fund.

BlackRock is the world’s largest asset manager, with AUM over $8 trillion. The company pursues a variety of

investment strategies, including Public Equity, Private Equity and Infrastructure. The firm is headquartered in

New York City and led by CEO Larry Fink. 

Focus: The newly raised fund aims to invest in renewable power generation infrastructure assets with a focus on

wind and solar energy, across North America, Europe, Asia, Pacific and Latin America. It will invest mainly invest

in projects in late preconstruction phase, construction phase or at the start of operations. 

Significance: BlackRock’s most recent renewables fund aims to raise more than 2.5 times than their second

fund raised in 2017 and more than 7 times than their first fund in 2012. The most recent fundraising speaks

volumes to the demand that investors around the world have for green assets. Furthermore, regulators around

the world are doubling down on climate policy with stimulus packages worldwide allocating trillions of dollars

towards energy transition and renewables. So far, the fund has already made two investments totaling $340mn,

including an onshore wind developer in Europe and a Taiwanese solar platform.

KKR is one of the world’s leading global investment companies that invests in energy, infrastructure, real estate,

and credit. Additionally, the firm also manages hedge funds through strategic partners. KKR is headquartered in

NY and is still run by two of the three initial founders, Henry Kravis and George Roberts.

Focus: KKR is hoping to raise $12bn of committed capital for its fourth Infrastructure fund. The fund will invest

in infrastructure assets such as renewable energy projects, and oil and gas pipelines. The previous two

infrastructure funds, KKR Global Infrastructure Investors III and KKR Global Infrastructure Investors II, have

generated 0.97 and 1.49 times its investors money respectively. KKR’s Raj Agrawal leads the firm's infrastructure

funds.

Significance: If the $12bn of desired capital is acquired, this fund would nearly double that of the third

infrastructure fund which amassed $7.4bn. While the fund has undoubtedly generated healthy returns, societies

have become much more ESG conscious. Due to this, KKR may receive some public backlash for investing in oil

and gas pipelines. However, the fund also plans on investing in clean energy projects which could help offset any

negative publicity. If the firm allocates a majority of its funds towards renewable energy projects, that amount of

capital could have major positive impacts in the world’s transition to alternate green energy sources.

By: Elias Kun & Jordan Sarnie
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LIQUIDITY EVENTS

Auto-systems company Holley is going public in $1.55bn SPAC Merger.

6

Coupang, Inc (NYSE: CPNG) raised nearly $4.6bn in its IPO. The company’s shares opened for trading
on the NYSE on March 11th, 2021.

Coupang, a South Korean e-commerce start-up founded in 2010 by a Harvard Business School dropout, is one

of the world’s fastest-growing markets for online shopping. Similar to Amazon, Coupang offers customers

perks like “next-day” and “same-day” delivery options. Prior to its IPO, the company had raised $3.4bn across 11

private funding rounds. 

3 of the world’s leading investment banks, Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan, and CitiGroup acted as joint lead

underwriters for the offering, along with boutique investment bank Allen & Co.

Deal Structure: Coupang priced 130 million shares at an initial public offering price of $35 dollars per share,

valuing the IPO at $4.55bn. Coupang and existing shareholders originally planned to sell 120 million shares at a

lower price range of $27-$30, however strong investor demand increased the volume and price of the offering. 

Significance: This offering serves as the largest U.S. IPO of the year, surpassing the funding raised by

Bumble’s IPO by more than double. Following last Thursday’s IPO, Coupang surged to a valuation of over

$100bn. The company plans to deploy the capital raised from this offering to focus on its home market, and

invest in over 50,000 more jobs and expand not only its infrastructure, but also the end-to-end technology that

powers its services. This successful public offering comes as the U.S. IPO market is at its strongest in nearly two

decades, as investors are leaning heavily on the future outlook of technology companies that have bolstered

success during the pandemic.

By: Phoebe Socha & Nicholas Maggi

Holley, founded in 1903, is a leading designer, marketer, and manufacturer of high performance automotive

aftermarket products, featuring the largest portfolio of iconic brands serving car and truck enthusiasts. Holley

offers the largest portfolio of iconic brands that deliver innovation and inspiration to a large community of avid

automotive enthusiasts who are passionate about the performance and the personalization of their classic and

modern cars.

Empower is a blank check company formed by MidOcean Partners whose business purpose is to effect a

merger, capital stock exchange, asset acquisition, stock purchase, reorganization or similar business

combination with one or more businesses. Empower raised $250mn in its IPO in October 2020.

Transaction: The estimated cash proceeds from the transaction are expected to consist of Empower’s $250mn

of cash in trust, plus a $50mn Forward Purchase Agreement from MidOcean Fund V. Additional investors led by

Wells Capital Management, Inc. and Wasatch Global Investors have committed to invest $240mn in the form of

a PIPE at a price of $10.00 per share of common stock of Empower immediately prior to the closing of the

transaction. This transaction brings Holley’s enterprise valuation to $1.55bn.

Deal Significance: Holley, the largest and fastest growing platform in the enthusiast branded performance

automotive aftermarket category, and Empower Ltd., a publicly-traded special purpose acquisition company,

announced last Friday that they have entered into a definitive merger agreement that will result in Holley

becoming a publicly listed company on the NYSE under the new ticker symbol “HLLY”. Founded more than 115

years ago, Holley had net sales in 2020 of about $580mn, up more than 25% from the year prior. It would be one

of the few companies going public via a SPAC that has been around for decades and has existing sales. Many

others pursuing SPAC mergers are tied to futuristic themes such as space travel and green energy. The

company expects to use the proceeds from the transaction to invest in Holley’s growth initiatives, substantially

reduce existing debt, support marketing efforts, and provide additional working capital.



IN THE NEWS

Malta is a Cambridge-based energy storage company that has created an electro-thermal energy storage

system. Compared to other energy storage rivals, whose products are mainly electrochemical devices like

batteries, Malta has developed an electro-thermal energy storage system that stores energy as heat, which can

then be converted back into electricity. The device can notably store energy from a variety of sources. Examples

include intermittent sources like solar and wind energy.

Proman, a Swiss energy firm, led the Series B round. Previous investors Alfa Laval and Breakthrough Energy

Ventures. This round follows Malta’s $26mn Series A round.

Deal Structure: The Alphabet X spinoff sees itself netting $50mn.

Significance: The recent blackout in Texas has highlighted the importance of energy storage devices that can

last longer than current industry averages(~4 hrs). The company plans to have its first commercial plant online

by 2024 or 2025. This funding round reflects a trend in greentech investment, where VC’s are investing in

proven technologies and developed supply chains rather than novel, unproven products and technologies.

Going forward,the further development of long term storage devices will complement intermittent sources of

energy, which are projected to grow in popularity in the coming years.

Malta Secures $50mn in Series B funding round.
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7
By: Lawrence Wu & Anya Sood

ElevateBio is one of the leaders within biotech, with a focus on cell and gene therapy. Their main approach

includes heightened efficiency in manufacturing products that are best suited to combat chronic illnesses.

With the money raised in the recent funding round, they plan to expand their R&D, and add new

manufacturing facilities to speed up production and distribute at a larger capacity. 

Matrix Capital Management is a hedge fund based right outside of Boston, MA. They primarily manage high-

conviction investments. They currently have $5.2bn AUM. 

Deal Structure: Matrix Capital Management led the Series C funding, with the addition of new investors

SoftBank and Fidelity Management & Research Company.

Significance: As the pandemic continues to ravage the world, rapid efforts to research and develop solutions

were at the forefront of all biotechnology companies. With an increase in funding from investors towards gene

and cell therapy institutes, many biotech companies found themselves racing with competitors to quickly put

forth the best product on the market. One of ElevateBio’s spin-out companies, Allovir, is currently working on

a T-cell therapy candidate that would effectively target cells that have been infected with SARS-CoV-2, the

virus that causes coronavirus.

ElevateBio, a Cambridge-based biotechnology company, raised $525mn in their Series C funding, led
by Matrix Capital Management.


